
For the Legal Department

General Counsel (GC)

In the role of General Counsel (GC), implementing and maintaining transparent operations with 
effective and efficient processes is imperative to having a clear picture.  When you add the growing 
surge of privacy and compliance regulations that impact how sensitive legal documents are managed, 
the pressure to manage information carefully to avoid risk and ensure productivity is significant, and 
increasing.
 
In the past decade, law departments have taken on important new risk and business decision-
making functions as their businesses have rapidly evolved into collaborative, extended enterprises 
with geographical variation.  With the increase in collaboration with outside counsel, regulatory 
compliance is a growing issue with regard to document management and governance.  Adding to 
that burden is intensifying global competition, which is driving increased specialization; this trend 
is causing companies to collaborate with an ecosystem of partners to achieve holistic, competitive 
solutions.  Additionally, IP litigation is becoming a more widespread need of clients.

Intralinks can help 
We help corporate legal teams diminish the risk associated with document management and 
governance over activities such as managing contracts, board communications, regulatory filings, 
intellectual property, litigation, HR matters and collaboration with outside counsel. We provide 
corporate legal departments with the ability to easily manage critical information across their extended 
teams by providing a secure, controlled and auditable cloud-based repository for the management 
and exchange of legal content.  
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Intralinks supports five key functions for corporate legal teams: 

1. Corporate repository and document exchange
2. Regulatory and audit reporting
3. Board reporting
4. Legal extranet
5. Contract management

Using Intralinks’ web-based collaboration workspaces, secure file transfer, and mobile file sharing 
capabilities, legal content can be securely shared, and made selectively available to whoever 
needs it, whenever they need it, wherever they are.

What could this look like in your law department?
 
Intralinks’ repositories allow real-time monitoring of user activity, which helps manage  the 
complexity  resulting  from global litigation management.  Instead of synthesizing reports from 
legal parties across the country or around the globe, legal parties can review updates in a single 
repository.  With Intralinks, they can monitor who is viewing what documents, why they are doing 
so, and the result of such access. 
Additionally, they can also transparently review the quality of the work – without bringing it to the 
attention of the other parties.  This type of clarity and visibility into the work product of outside 
counsel and other collaborators allows GCs to measure law firm performance against fundamental 
metrics such as efficiency, value and cost-savings.

Benefits

Maximize Productivity
• Increased productivity of your in-house and outside legal resources

• Fast deployment to internal and external parties

• Reduced commitment of in-house IT staff and related resources

• Reduced cost and training requirements compared with legal extranets

• Reduced IT complexity due to Intralinks’ integration with your enterprise systems 

• Our 24/7/365 support in 140 languages supports all users in your ecosystem
 
Minimize risk
• Lifetime control over content that enables GCs to replace or revoke access even after documents 
have been distributed

• (BYOD) flexibility, but with security, compliance and information governance 

• On-demand rights management to prevent unauthorized download, copy, screen capture or 
printing

• A highly secure, compliant and auditable document-sharing and collaboration platform
• Built-in data redundancy, SOC 2 and ISO 9000 certification
• Content protection at rest and in transit with multiple data encryption techniques
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